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GAUTAMA BUDDHA 563 – 483 BCE

With his great wisdom and appreciation of how philosophy, 

religion and science inform each other, Albert Einstein believed 

that, “The religion of the future will be a cosmic vision. It will 

Encompassing both the natural and the spiritual, it will have to be 

based on a religious sense arising from the experience of all things, 

answers this description…If there is any religion that could respond 

The Human Side

India in the 6th

by oral tradition and committed to writing after his death; conse-

have heard.” 

-

fering for twenty-nine years. When he eventually ventured out to 

meet his subjects, their harrowing plight made him so depressed that 

Departure,” and undertook a period of study under two teachers. 

underneath a fig tree, vowing to never arise until he had found the 

truth. After forty-nine days, at the age of thirty-five, he attained the 
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spiritual awakening of Enlightenment, an awakening that gave him 

knowledge of the true nature of the world and the cause of human 

suffering.

were bestowed:

1. All life is suffering.

2. The origin of suffering is desire (dukkha) and spiritual 

ignorance.

The escape from suffering can be achieved.

Path (essential ethics leading to the truth of all things).

-

suffering and attain wisdom: 

1. 

2. Right Thought (aspire to avoid wrong or immoral qualities).

chatter).

upright behavior).

Right Means of Livelihood (participate in trades that do not 

harm others).

6. Right Effort (abandon wrong thoughts and deeds).

Right Mindfulness and Awareness (keep minds alert).

Right Meditation and Concentration (achieve a state of mind 

which leads to the cessation of suffering).

teach Dharma (the law and truth of the universe), the moral life, and 
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India, gathering many converts (sangha) who were dispatched to 

illusions that do not exist. Life is part of a dynamic, universal con-

tinuum, always subject to change. Everything existing is not prede-

termined but dependant on a cause, followed by another event called 

the effect (the Doctrine of Dependent Origination). 

As one causes events to occur in the present, the essence of an 

individual stems from the direct effect of his cumulative past ac-

tions. Man goes through successive rebirths (samsara) in generat-

ing the next life, until the cycle is halted when the profound mental 

-

erything in the world is continually changing and interconnected. 

to follow right action (karma) and embrace learning that avoids ex-

tremes (Middle Path) – thereby halting suffering and the cycle of 

reincarnation, ultimately leading to the attainment and peacefulness 

the nature of reality. He said that all he taught was suffering and 

its cessation – suffering being greed, anger, and ignorance of the 

true nature of the world. His central message was that by letting go 

of hatred and desire for wealth and prestige, by understanding the 

unimportance of impermanent things, we can be liberated from the 

path toward Enlightenment, discouraging dogmatic attachment to 

on the corporeal world or why we live, but taught how to live a way 

of life that achieves inner peace. 

ignorance trapped in an endless cycle of death and rebirth, the phi-

knowing that awareness of the right path will result in the end of 
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Majjhima Nikaya, 22). 

-

cords, he affirmed: 

“I have found the truth and have taught you the 

noble path that leads to the city of peace. I have 

shown you the way to the lake of ambrosia, which 

washes away all evil desire. I have given you the 

refreshing drink called the perception of truth, 

and he who drinks of it becomes free from excite-

ment, passion and wrong-doing.” 

eighty. His final, insightful words were, “All composite things pass 

Collected Teachings: Tripitaka (or Pali Canon)


